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EL KABRON FINAL COUNTDOWN
Fashion Festival Bali After Party Sunset

Uluwatu , Bali , 13.08.2015, 14:22 Time

USPA NEWS - Perched 50 meters above sea level on the cliffs of Uluwatu, El Kabron Spanish Restaurant has the most Secluded
Sunset on Bali known as the Island Of The Gods and the sight of the largest 'Fashion Week' outdoor sunset afterparty in history.

Uluwatu , Bali 16th August sets the bar high for 'Fashion Festival Bali' (TFFB) with its first outdoor white party featuring some of the
most beautiful models from the Asia Pacific Rim. General Manager David Iglesias promises a sunset party like no other. How can he
go wrong with his 'Ibiza Style' Spanish Restaurant nestled 50 meters above sea level with a panoramic view like no other complete
with his Mediterranean style infinity pool with uninterrupted 180 degree views of the Indian Ocean overlooking pristine waters known
as “˜The Islands of the Gods.´
I recently had the pleasure of experiencing the amazing Tapas and Paellas prepared traditionally by chef Marc Torices which I found
best enjoyed as sharing plates with some delightful 'Signature Cocktails'. A word of advice to fellow “˜Fashionistas´ - Don´t go to El
Kabron without your camera. This hidden gem of Bali is a totally unexpected Spanish Experience. “Sundays Resort Collective Fashion
Show and Cocktail Party´ as part of TFFB will be the first of many. Touted as the “˜In Place to be seen´, El Kabron be the centre of
dozens of flashing paparazzi snapping bikini clad fashion models and VIP “˜A´ Listers “Said Iglesias. 

The Pan Pacific Region has now seen The Fashion Festival come to Bali, Indonesia for its inaugural celebration, where audiences
have experienced the creative energy that is fashion, entertainment and culture in an elegant and stunning corner of paradise. The
Fashion Festival Bali is the brainchild of Nicholas Meimaris, CEO & Creative Director of MGROUP. Meimaris has created TFFB´s
after-parties wrapping up each night of Runway with ambassador DJ´s , performers and fine food. TFFB promises a different theme
each night with ultra-glamorous celebrities, designers and VIP's.
Nina Garcia once said, "If you look back in history of the women who are most memorable and most stylish, they were never the
followers of fashion. They were the ones who were unique in their style, breakers of the rules. They were authentic, genuine, original.
They were not following the trends." Nicholas Meimaris certainly has successfully broken all the rules to Fashion Runway this year and
is definitely the talk of global 'Fashionistas'. I for one will be enjoying the exotic cocktails this Sunday. Namaste
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